A maximum likelihood optimum detector with the asymptotic complexity per user O K ( . ) 1 5 has been derived for the synchronous DS/CDMA channel. The detector employs a local descent algorithm through the Voronoi regions for the equivalent hypothesis detector.
To whiten the noise (assuming R to be positive definite), we transform the matched filter outputs y into u R y Tb n
, where T R W = 
one for each x ∈¤ . The ML decision on b given u is thus to find Ã b such that u Tb
The new maximum likelihood receiver: We employ an iterative approach, called neighbour descent (ND), to locate the Voronoi region that the observation belongs to [4] . It utilises the fact that out of the 2 1 K − nontrivial inequalities in (2), some may be redundant, so that the same region can be described as This theorem can be proved using the theory of indecomposable vectors by Verdoe [5] .
The lines between points in 
